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Abstract
Context: The Darning technique of inguinal hernia repair is a
tissue‑based technique with documented low recurrence rate
in some parts of the world. Though practiced in our setting,
little is documented on its outcome. Aims: The aim was to
review the outcome of Darning technique of inguinal hernia
repair in our setting. Study Design: A descriptive retrospective
study. Patients and Methods: Clinical records of all patients
who had inguinal hernia repair using the Darning technique
between January 2007 and December 2011 in our institution
were obtained. Details of sociodemographic data, intraoperative
findings and postoperative complications were reviewed.
Statistical Analysis Used: simple frequencies, proportions
and cross‑tabulations. Results: A total of 132 patients whose
ages ranged from 15 to 84 years (mean = 49.4 years) with
a male: female ratio of 12:1 were studied. Majority of the
hernias were right sided (68.9%), mostly indirect (81.8%). The
procedures were for emergencies in 17 (12.9%) cases whereas
the rest (87.1%) were done electively. Most procedures,
110 (83.3%) were performed under local anesthesia. Surgical
site infection was the most common complication occurring in
six patients (4.5%), while four patients (3%) had chronic groin
pain. At a mean follow‑up period of 15 months there were two
recurrences (1.5%) both occurring in patients with bilateral
hernias (P = 0.001). Conclusions: The Darning technique of
inguinal hernia repair is a safe and effective method for inguinal
hernia repair in our setting.
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Introduction
Inguinal hernia repair has undergone several modifications
since the description of the Bassini technique.[1] The various
techniques described are aimed at improving outcome,
particularly recurrence rate. The underlying factor identified
as a cause of recurrence in most of these methods of
repair is the fraying and tearing of the fibers of the
inguinal ligament due to the significant amount of tension
associated with them. [2] Darning technique first introduced
by Abrahamson and popularized by Moloney is considered
to be a relatively tension free through tissue based method
of repair. It entails approximation of the inguinal ligament
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to the conjoint tendon with monofilament nylon beginning
from the pubic tubercle to the internal ring and back to the
pubic tubercle without forcibly bringing the tissues together
with the sutures forming a weave in the posterior wall of
the inguinal canal. [3,4]
Studies evaluating the Darning technique have shown
satisfactory outcomes in terms of recurrence and other
postoperative complications. Some of these are comparable
to Lichtenstein technique of inguinal hernia repair,[5,6] which
is currently the gold standard of open inguinal hernia repair.
In most parts of sub‑Saharan Africa, studies on inguinal
hernia repair using nonprosthetic methods are based on the
less acceptable Bassini technique with very few reports on
other tissue‑based methods such as the Darning technique.[7]
Although, the use of mesh for inguinal hernia repair is now
gaining acceptance in our setting, nonprosthetic methods
still find relevance in emergency presentations such as
obstruction or strangulation, which are not uncommon
modes of presentation, [8,9] and in many hospitals where the
experience with mesh repair is limited. In such instances,
tissue‑based repair methods with acceptable recurrence rate
will be ideal.
This study aims to present our experience with the use of the
Darning technique for repair of inguinal hernia in a Nigerian
tertiary hospital.
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Patients and Methods
The study is a retrospective descriptive study conducted in the
Ife Hospital Unit of the Obafemi Awolowo University Teaching
Hospitals Complex Ile‑Ife, Osun state, Nigeria. The hospital is
a tertiary health facility serving the largely agrarian semi‑urban
communities of adjoining parts of Osun, Ondo, Oyo and Ekiti
states in South‑West, Nigeria.
Records of all patients who had inguinal hernia repair between
January 2007 and December 2011 were obtained using the
operation registers and case files, and only those whose method
of repair was stated in their records were reviewed. Those whose
hernias were repaired using the Darning technique were then
selected for further review. Details of their sociodemographic
features (age, sex and occupation), hernia characteristics (hernia
type and extent), operative details (method of anesthesia, lead
surgeon and duration of operation) and postoperative outcome
were obtained. Postoperative outcome measures included
hematoma, surgical site infection, hydrocele, chronic groin pain
and recurrence. Chronic groin pain was defined in this study
as the documentation of groin pain in the patients’ follow‑up
records beyond 3 months after surgery. Information regarding
these outcome measures was based on documentation in the
case notes during follow‑up clinic visits. Statistical analysis
was performed using SPSS version 22. Data were expressed as
frequencies and proportions with some of these presented as
tables and charts. Cross‑tabulations were done to compare the
relationship between recurrence and other variables. Pearson’s
Chi‑square test was done to determine the level of statistical
significance while Fisher’s test was used in its place when the
cases in each cell were <5. Statistical significance was set at a
P < 0.05.

pantaloon hernia. Surgeries were performed by senior registrars
and registrars as lead surgeons under the supervision of the unit
consultant general surgeons in most cases (108, 81.8%) while
24 cases (18.2%) were performed by Consultant general surgeons.
One hundred and ten patients (83.3%) were operated under local
anesthesia, 15 patients (11.4%) had general anesthesia, while
7 patients (5.3%) had their hernias repaired under spinal anesthesia.
The mean duration of operation was 68 min. Majority, 113 (85.6%)
were done as day cases while 19 patients (14.6%) required hospital
admission.
Regarding outcome, surgical site infection was the most
common complication recorded, occurring in 6 patients (4.5%).
These occurred both in emergency and elective cases
with no statistically significant difference between the
two (P > 0.05). Four patients had chronic groin pain (3%)
while 2 patients (1.5%) had recurrences at a mean duration
of follow‑up of 15 months ranging from 2 weeks to
6 years [Table 1]. Both patients with recurrences had
simultaneous repair of bilateral inguinal hernias. This
association was found to be statistically significant (P = 0.001,
odd ratio of 32 and confidence interval 12–85). One of the
recurrences was unilateral while the other was bilateral. The
surgeries were also performed by junior registrars in both
instances, although this was not found not to be statistically
significant. Preoperative straining, smoking, and obesity were
not significantly associated with recurrence in this study. There
was no peri‑operative mortality.

Results
A total of 404 patients had inguinal hernia repair during the
study period. Of these, 257 patients whose methods of repair
were stated in the records were reviewed. Darning technique was
used in 132 cases (51.4%), Lichtenstein mesh repair was done
in 85 cases (33%) while Bassini technique was employed in the
remaining 40 cases (15.6%). Further analysis of the 132 patients
who had Darning repair showed an age range of 15–84 years
with a mean age of 49.4 years [Figure 1]. There were 122 males
and ten females with a male: Female ratio of 12:1. Majority of
the hernias were on the right side (91, 68.9%), left sided hernias
were 35 (26.5%) while 6 cases (4.5%) were bilateral. Most of the
hernias were inguinal (79, 59.8%), while 53 (40.2%) presented at
the inguino‑scrotal stage. Majority were primary hernia repairs
125 (94.7%) while there were 7 cases of recurrent hernia. One
hundred and fifteen cases (87.1%) had reducible hernias while
17 cases (12.9%) presented with irreducible hernias requiring
emergency operations.
The type of hernia was characterized at surgery, revealing 108 indirect
hernias (81.8%) while 22 were direct (16.7%), 2 patients (1.5%) had
Nigerian Journal of Surgery

Figure 1: Age distribution

Table 1: Postoperative complications
Complication

Frequency

Percentage

6
4
2
2
2
17

4.5
3
1.5
1.5
1.5
12.8

Surgical site infection
Chronic groin pain
Recurrence
Hematoma
Hydrocoele
Total
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Discussion
The various techniques of inguinal hernia repair can be broadly
classified into tissue‑based and prosthetic methods. One major
drawback of the tissue based repairs has been the amount of
tension associated with most of them which is an important
factor implicated in recurrence.[10] Though tissue based, the
Darning technique is believed to have an advantage over many
other nonprosthetic techniques being relatively tension free
as the posterior wall is repaired without forcefully apposing
the tissues. Rather, sutures are passed in a continuous fashion
forming a weave in the posterior wall. This method of repair is
more common in the United Kingdom and some other English
speaking countries where most of the studies on this technique
have been conducted.[11]
In sub‑Saharan Africa, studies on inguinal hernia repair lack
variety with regards to the techniques used. Except for a few
mentions of the Darning technique,[12] most are based on
the Bassini method of repair that is no longer recommended
due to its relatively high recurrence rate. This fact was also
observed by Yeboah in his review of inguinal hernia disease
in Africa.[7] Our study thus highlights the practice of inguinal
hernia surgery in a Nigerian teaching hospital using the
Darning technique.
Our findings with regards to sociodemographic features
and hernia characteristics are consistent with what has been
documented in previous studies.[13] We however observed a
reduction in the number of cases presenting with complications,
our record of 12.9% shows a reduction from what has been
previously documented in studies in a similar setting where up
to a quarter of hernias seen presented with complications.[9]
This may be a reflection of improvement in availability and
accessibility of health care facilities and also an improvement in
public enlightenment. More still needs to be done however as the
number of patients presenting with inguino‑scrotal hernia (37%)
still suggests delay in presentation.
In a largely agrarian population like ours where occupations with
manual labor is common, both the development and progression
of groin hernias will be common. We hope to engage in effective
health communication interventions at community level in
conjunction with our community health physicians to promote
early presentation of abdominal hernias thereby reducing the
incidence of complications in our patients.
There were 7 cases of recurrent hernia that had a repair in the
study. These all had their primary hernia repaired in different
centers by the Bassini method attesting to the high recurrence
rate that may attend Bassini method. We repaired these cases by
the Darning method due to the nonavailability of mesh in our
center at the time corresponding to the first 2 years of this study.
Other recurrent hernias seen in the later part of this study were
repaired with prosthetic mesh that is the recommended technique
in such instances.[14]
54
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The Darning technique has been acclaimed to have the advantage
of a short learning curve particularly when compared with other
popular nonprosthetic methods of repair such as the Shouldice
technique.[15] The fact that most of the cases were performed
by resident doctors with majority of them carried out under
local anesthesia is a testimony to this fact. The procedure can,
therefore, be learned by those who perform hernia repair in
many secondary level public healthcare facilities as well as those
in private settings many of who continue to practice only the
Bassini method.
Chronic groin pain is currently considered an important outcome
measure following inguinal hernia repair particularly as it affects
the quality of life. It is defined as any visual analog score above
zero, which lasts for more than 3 months.[16] The 3% chronic
groin pain rate recorded in this study compares well with the
work of Courtney et al. who also reported a chronic groin pain
rate of 3% in a population‑based study of over 5,000 patients
who had undergone inguinal hernia repair.[17]
A recurrence rate of 1.5% recorded compares with previous
studies that recorded values in the range of 0.6–4%.[5,18,19] This
is much lower than the 10% recurrence rate recorded following
Bassini technique in some series and comparable to the 1%
recurrence rate following Lichtenstein mesh repair.[2,6] A longer
follow‑up period may however reveal a higher recurrence rate
than what we noted in this study. A statistically significant
relationship between bilaterality and recurrence was quite
notable in our study. It was found that patients with bilateral
inguinal had a 32 fold risk of developing recurrence when
compared with those unilateral hernias. It remains to be
determined however whether this is directly related to the
technique or unidentified patient‑related factors. Patients
with undetected bladder outlet obstruction or unidentified
connective tissue disorders, for instance, may be predisposed
to developing multiple hernias and if this is not taken into
consideration prior to surgery may also account for recurrences.
Thus, patients with bilateral hernias should be evaluated
thoroughly for possible underlying factors that may predispose
to recurrence. Such may also be considered for mesh repair as
recommended by some authors.[20]

Conclusion
Inguinal hernia repair using the Darning technique is a safe and
effective method of inguinal hernia repair. We recommend its
adoption over the traditional Bassini repair for nonprosthetic
repair of inguinal hernia in our setting. A prospective study
comparing Darning with the standard Lichtenstein repair in our
setting is also recommended.
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